QUICK USER GUIDE FOR AIRSEP NEWLIFE INTENSITY 10
1. Position the unit near an electrical outlet and at least 2 feet from the wall or any
obstruction.
2. Check air inlet filter at the back of the device – ensure that it’s clean.
3. Connect the power outlet (3 pin plug) from the AVS 30 to the power outlet.
4. Turn on the main switch, wait for the AVS 30 (surge
protector) indicator light to turn “Green.”
For emergency purposes only and power is unstable
(i.e. device doesn’t turn on):
● Press the Yellow “BYPASS” button on the
AVS then the indicator will light Green.
5. Press the concentrator power switch [A] to ON (I) to turn
on the device.
6. A system yellow system indicator [G] and battery-operated
audible alarm must sound for 5-second to indicate a good
battery. These MUST turn off.
● If System indicator “Yellow” light [G] or
device alarm remain on. DO NOT USE THE
DEVICE.
7. Set the flow meter adjustment knob(s) to the prescribed
LPM [D], Clockwise - increases flow & counter clockwise
– reduces flow. NEVER pass the maximum capacity “10L” mark of the flow meter.
NOTE:
● Watch for bubbles in the humidifier bottle.
8. Check the percentage of Oxygen concentration using the oxygen analyser provided, it
should be >90% (means safe /adequate level of oxygen), <85% call
biomedical personnel. DO NOT USE DEVICE
9. Record hours of use [C] and Oxygen purity on the chart provided and
disconnect O2 analyser
10. Fill the humidifier bottle in with distilled water [do not exceed the maximum
line or lower than the minimum line].
11. Install the humidifier bottle onto the oxygen outlet [E]. (As shown aside)
12. Connect the oxygen tubing from the outlet of the humidifier bottle to the
patient.
13. To turn the concentrator off, press the I/0 switch [A] to the 0 position, when
treatment is completed. Pour away distilled water.
14. Wipe the device clean using soft moist cloth. Wash the course filter when dirty.
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